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OUR PRODUCTS
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RHINO SECURITY FENCING- GUARDRAIL SAFETY BARRIER
The latest innovation in modular car park guardrail safety barrier systems 
providing superior design, rapid installation and driver confidence.
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RHINO SECURITY FENCING - SCREEN GUARDRAIL
Modular and free-standing car park guardrail safety barrier, providing 
floor to ceiling protection.
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RHINO SECURITY FENCING - PERFORATED WALL PANELS
Perforated wall panels are perfect for screen walls and equipment screens. 
Perforation can be used to fulfill all objectives for interior and exterior applications.
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RHINO SECURITY FENCING - 358 MESH
358 security fences are extremely difficult to penetrate, with the small mesh aperture being 
effectively finger proof, and extremely difficult to attack using conventional hand tools.

More Info
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APPLICATION
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RHINO SECURITY FENCING

Public safety is an extremely 
important element of the working 
environment and it is something that 
needs to be constantly managed 
and improved.         
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The team at Australian Bollards 
prides itself on providing our 
customers with the highest level 
of protection and security and we 
believe that our RHINO Security 
Fencing provides the ideal solution 
in keeping the public safe from 
harm’s way.  
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These two protective devices are 
the latest products to come out of 
Australian Bollards and will help create 
a safer environment for everyone.
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The RHINO Security Fencing can 
be utilised at a number of locations 
like universities, rooftop car parks 
and office buildings and can seal off 
a perimeter or prevent dangerous 
incidents from occurring.          
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Australian Bollards will leave no 
stone unturned to keep the general 
public safe wherever they may be 
and our RHINO Security Fencing 
are no exception. 
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Centurion Shallow-Surface Mounted 
HVM Sliding Bollard System

Click here for more information

UVeye Australia
Under Vehicle Inspection Systems

The Centurion Shallow and Surface Mounted Sliding 
Bollard System is a ground-breaking solution to providing 
sliding bollards in public areas. It consists of sliding 
bollards flanked by fixed bollards.

UVeye is an artificial intelligence company that develops 
computer vision-based under vehicle inspection and other 
scanning systems that can externally inspect a passing 
vehicle for any anomaly.

Click here for more information
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